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Abstract
This article presents the design, simulation and real-time implementation of a constrained non-linear model predictive
controller for a coupled tank system. A novel wavelet-based function neural network model and a genetic algorithm
online non-linear real-time optimisation approach were used in the non-linear model predictive controller strategy. A
coupled tank system, which resembles operations in many chemical processes, is complex and has inherent non-linearity,
and hence, controlling such system is a challenging task. Particularly important is low-level control where often instability
and oscillatory responses are observed. This article designs a wavelet neural network with high predicting precision and
time–frequency localisation characteristics for an online prediction model in the non-linear model predictive controller
to show the effectiveness of this approach in controlling the liquid at low level. To speed up the training process, a fast
global search stochastic non-linear conjugate wavelet gradient algorithm is initially used to train the wavelet neural network structure before the genetic algorithm optimisation technique is utilised to tune adaptively the wavelet neural network parameters. The non-linear model predictive controller algorithm is tested for both approaches: first, in a
simulation using identified models, and second, in a real-time practical application to a single-input single-output system
coupled tank system. The results show an excellent control performance with respect to mean square error and average
control energy values obtained.
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Introduction
The control of fluids is one of the numerous challenging
tasks in process industries.1,2 Fluid level control is probably the most common control problem in practical
process systems.3 Many applications of fluid control
can be found in chemical blending, level and flow control problems, temperature control in storage tanks,
hot-water inputs, temperature stabilisations and reaction vessels.4–6 A significant and challenging control
problem is the infinitesimal precision control at low
level of small amounts of fluid, which invariably tend to
have a higher degree of non-linearity. This problem is
further more complicated when operated under tight
performance specifications to satisfy a number of constraints at the same time. This includes the control of
printing quality for drop-on-demand ink-jet printers,
which describe a technology that has been applied to

printed circuit boards, organic transistors, DNA microarrays, and flat panel, plasma and light-emitting diode
displays.2 Another important use of small level of fluid
control can be found moving coaxing fluids into desired
spatial positions or acting as a medium for moving the
positions of solid objects into desired spatial position or
orientation2 which also involves tiny amounts of fluid
to be controlled. Other examples can be found in
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medical or biological systems which involve cerebrospinal fluid control systems,7 low-level control of small
flow intensity hydraulic fluid used to determine the
pressure drop in the throttling aperture of a piezoelectric stack8 and monitoring the parameters of Taylor
flow in small channels using optical technique.9
In all these examples, it is important to note that an
infinitely small amount of fluid needs to be controlled
in order to achieve a particular aim and objective in
their various applications. A coupled tank system
(CTS) apparatus is used here to investigate the basic
and advanced control engineering principles which
include the study of static and dynamic systems10 and
the low-level control of fluids. The CTS is highly nonlinear due to the feature characteristics of the valves,
the fundamental dynamic equations which are time variant and the non-linear flow characteristics in the tank
system.3,11,12 Many researchers have investigated the
CTS for control applications.1,3,5 However, the aforementioned researches have not explored or demonstrated the use of the CTS to control a small amount of
liquid, which will be achieved by maintaining a small
level of liquid in the second tank. Complex non-linear
behaviours exist at extremely low level of operations,13
making the prediction performances of a process model
more difficult.14
Over many years, classical control strategies such as
the proportional–integral–derivative (PID) controller
have been implemented, well established and stable.6,15,23 However, PID controllers are not always able
to provide good and acceptable results, especially when
the system exhibits non-linearities.16,23 Moreover, a
PID controller will have more difficulties in maintaining small level fluid control because of its tendency to
overshoot.17
Most efficient process operations today require operating systems closer to the boundary of the admissible
operating region,18 and therefore, linear models are
mostly insufficient to represent adequately the non-linear
dynamics of the plant.19,22 However, there have been further advancements in technology, and researchers have
always been looking for new methods and approaches
for greater and increased control efficiency.13 To tackle
the challenge of controlling a very small amount of fluid,
an efficient and advanced control strategy is therefore
needed to overcome these challenges for higher efficiency
and production. Model predictive control (MPC) is an
advanced control strategy that has the capabilities to
handle all these mentioned challenges.13 MPC has had a
significant impact on its application because of its ability
to control and optimise complex processes with constraints.20 Model predictive controllers rely mainly on
dynamic models of the process and therefore can use
either a linear or a non-linear model representation of
the plant for prediction purposes.
Many control strategies are often accomplished
using linear techniques because linear models for controlling plants have been very well established21 and
invariably used in MPC strategies6,10 over the past four
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decades.18 A non-linear model gives a more accurate
prediction in a wider operating range of control.13
Artificial neural network (ANN) has been progressively
used in many applications over the years.24–26 Recently,
the wavelet function is combined with an ANN and
shown to learn faster than a conventional ANN.27
The wavelet function has become very powerful for
signal analysis. It is similar to a Fourier transform, but
the wavelet is more useful because it can easily provide
not just the frequency but also the time space information of a complex function, which is very useful for
many practical applications.28 This time–frequency signal localisation is one major advantage as it helps in the
ultimate search for a global minimum solution during
the training process. A wavelet also has the capabilities
of approximating functions that are difficult to approximate by other methods.28 The wavelet neural network
(WNN) is a kind of ANN constructed by a suite of
wavelet bases replacing sigmoid functions. It realises
the characteristic extraction of the signal through
assigning weights to the inner product of wavelet base
and signal vector.29 Researchers have increasingly
seized the opportunity to employ wavelet functions with
its choice of different mother wavelets in various modelling disciplines and tasks.29–31 Some of the widely used
mother wavelets such as Morlet, Haar, Shannon,
Mexican hat and Daubechies are chosen based on their
diverse features. The work of Jahangiri et al.31 was
based on Mexican hat mother wavelet and was able to
establish that neurons activated by wavelet functions in
the ANN model are more effective than the sigmoid
functions when modelling the single-input single-output
(SISO) CTS.
The Morlet wavelet has been widely used in many
applications such as climatic peak load forecasting,29
short-term weather load forecasting32 and stock market
prediction30 for better performances and faster convergence rate of WNN than traditional radial basis
function.32 There is no application of Morlet wavelets in
CTS control in the literature. The excellent multiresolution property of the Morlet wavelet used in other
applications can be useful in this work where a WNN
model will be used to extract the best features of CTS
while operating at a very small low level. This information will be advantageous in non-linear model predictive
control (NMPC) strategy for step ahead online plant
prediction. This article shows that an excellent low-level
control is achieved using WNN compared to other existing methods,13,33 and results are verified both in simulation and in real-time implementation of NMPC strategy.
This article is organised as follows: section ‘System
identification’ describes the system identification process, while section ‘WNN modelling’ gives the details
of the WNN modelling procedures. Section ‘Non-linear
control strategy for CTS’ reports on the non-linear
control strategies employed. Section ‘Results and discussion’ discusses both simulation and real-time results.
Finally, a concluding remark is provided in section
‘Concluding remarks’.
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System identification
It is not every time that the mathematical model equations for most control strategies are readily available.
In addition, some complex mathematical model equations might be difficult to derive or there might be
model mismatch. The use of mathematical model equations often results in an ineffective controller design
because of the discrepancy error in the model equations
and the real plant. Process plant degradation, manufacturer design errors, equipment wear and equipment tear
are also part of the reasons for model equation mismatches with the real plant dynamics. In situations like
this, system identification is usually a good technique
to derive a black box model of the real plant and is in
turn used to predict the behaviour of the plant.
The pump supplies fluid into the left tank (Tank 1)
with valve A fully opened, while valve C (Tank 2) is
opened in midway position and valve B in Tank 1 is in
fully closed position. The voltage input, u1 , to the pump
is the manipulated variable, while the voltage corresponding to the height or level of the fluid in Tank 2 is
the controlled variable. This configuration defines the
second-order SISO set-up used in this article. Here, raw
measured input–output data are collected in open-loop
practical experiment. Three sets of different input–
output data of 2980 samples each were obtained from
the SISO CTS with a sampling time of Ts of 0.2 s.
These samples of data were collected and were taken in
such a way to show both the fluid filling up and draining process in order to obtain the crucial plant details.
Combinations of pseudo-random binary sequence
(PRBS) and uniformly distributed noise signals are used
to excite the real plant at three different times, and the
output responses obtained are shown in Figure 1. The
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first data set is for training (Figure 1(a)), the second
data sample (Figure 1(b)) is for validation and the third
data set (Figure 1(c)) is for testing the derived model.
Table 1 shows the means and the variances of the
different sets of input signals used to excite the real
plant.
These collected data will be used to derive non-linear
black box models using both ANN and WNN
approaches. The proposed WNN model will be discussed in the next section.

WNN modelling
The WNN has wavelet functions in the hidden layer,
which is also referred to as a wavelet layer. Training of
a WNN involves finding the unknown weights between
input to hidden layer (WIji ), hidden to output layer
(WOkj ), translation factor (bj ) and dilation (expansion)
factor (aj ).
In this work, a Morlet wavelet u(x) is selected as a
mother wavelet. The wavelet u(x) is expressed in equation (1) and is used as the activation function for the
neurons in the hidden layers of the WNN
 2
x
u(x) = cos(1:75x)exp 
ð1Þ
2
where x is expressed in equation (2) as
L
P

x=

j=1

WIji Xni  bj
aj

ð2Þ

A wavelet transform allows exceptional localisation
in the time domain via translation (a shifting process)

Figure 1. Output responses collected for training. (a) Plant open loop response data used for network Training; (b) Plant open
loop response data used for network Validation; (c) Plant open loop response data used for network testing .
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Table 1. Mean and variance values of the input signals.
Input data properties

First data (training)

Second data (validation)

Third data (testing)

Mean (V)
Variance (V)

5.1935
10.9190

4.9423
10.7215

5.0259
10.3617

which is the total number of samples of input–output
data set which are the input sequence u1 and the measured process output h2 which are re-arranged in a
regressed form (Figure 2(b)) of the specified number of
2-input and 2-output delay. This gives a constant feedback memory of previous input–output value process
during the training process.
The aim here is to create a WNN model by
finding the optimised unknown parameters as
expressed in equation (3), where the WNN model output is ymodel
ymodel =

N Y
P
X
j=1 i=1

wi ui +

Q
S Y
X

ð3Þ

neti wo

i=1 o=1

The term (du(x)=dx) in equation (4) is the derivative
of equation (1). This will be used as part of the terms
for calculating the partial derivatives of the error 2
functions in equation (5)

Figure 2. (a) Structure of SISO CTS and (b) SISO WNN
training structure.

 2
du(x)
x
=  ½x cosð1:75xÞ + 1:75 sinð1:75xÞexp 
dx
2

ð4Þ

SISO: single-input single-output; WNN: wavelet neural network.

and also in the frequency domain via dilation (a scaling
process) of the mother wavelet. The effect of these
shifting and scaling processes is to produce a time–
frequency representation of the signal. The wavelet
basis functions are shifted in time domain to maintain
the same number of oscillations, and its frequency is
scaled in amplitude to maintain energy. Owing to their
capability to localise in time, wavelet transforms readily
lend themselves to non-stationary signal analysis. The
SISO CTS block diagram is shown in Figure 2(a), while
the architecture structure of SISO WNN used for the
training in order to derive the non-linear model is
shown in Figure 2(b). Here, the inclusion of wavelet
activation functions in the hidden layer unlike the traditional ANN with biases weights in the layer structures. An initial heuristic study was conducted to
ascertain the optimal number of parameters of the
WNN, which is represented in a non-linear autoregressive with eXogeneous inputs (NARX) form of
ymodel = f(h2 (t  1), h2 (t  2), u1 (t), u1 (t  1)), where f(  )
is an unknown complex non-linear function. Here,
2-neuron, 2-input and 2-output delays give a total of
14 unknown parameters in the WNN structure. The
training data set consists of two sequences of vector,

The partial derivatives of the unknown weights WIji ,
WOkj , bj and aj are calculated in equation (9) by using
conjugate stochastic gradient method

N X
S 
X

d2
∂u(x) Xni
=
ymodel nk  ytarget nk WOkj 
dWIji
∂x aj
n=1 k=1
3
L
P
WIji Xni  bj 7
6
 6
7
ymodel nk  ytarget nk u6i = 1
7
5
4
aj
2

d2
=
dWOkj

N 
X
n=1

3
n
WI
X

b
ji
j
N X
S 
7
i
X

d2
∂u(x) 6
7
6i = 1
=
ymodel nk  ytarget nk WOkj 
7
6
2
5
4
daj
∂x
a
j
n=1 k=1
2

L
P

2

d2
=
daj

N
X

S 
X

n=1 k=1

3
L
P
WIji Xni  bj 7
6

∂u(x) 6i = 1
7
ymodel nk  ytarget nk WOkj 
6
7
5
∂x 4
a2j

ð5Þ

where N is the number of samples to be trained, S is
the number of outputs and L is the number of regressed
inputs in the WNN structure.
The partial derivatives are subsequently used to
update the unknown weights using the formulas in
equation (6)
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∂2
∂WIiiji
∂2
WOiikj+ 1 = WOiikj  g a
∂WOiikj

obtained in similar manner, and it is used for benchmarking purpose in this article.

WIiiji + 1 = WIiiji  g a

∂2
biij + 1 = biij  g b ii
∂bj
∂2
aiij + 1 = aiij  g b ii
∂aj

ð6Þ

The training of the feed forward WNN is based on
the minimisation of the error between the model and
the target as shown in equation (7)
MSE =


2
N X
S
N
X
X
ymodel nk  ytarget nk
en2
=
2N
2N
n=1 k=1
n=1

ð7Þ

As the training progresses, validation process is constantly carried out. The WNN is initially trained using
conjugate stochastic gradient method, and the training
stops when the validation model error value starts
increasing. The optimal weight derived from this stage
is used to generate an initial 100 population for a
genetic algorithm (GA) which was run for 500 generations to obtain the optimal values of the unknown
parameters of the WNN. The ANN model is also

Non-linear control strategy for CTS
MPC is a form of an advanced control strategy where
a finite prediction horizon open-loop optimal control
problem is derived by obtaining a real-time solution
online at each sampling instant. The optimisation yields
an optimal control sequence, and the first value in this
sequence is applied to the real plant.
The MPC strategy was implemented here by using a
GA as the optimisation approach and the non-linear
WNN model as a predictor. The schematic picture of
the process is shown in Figure 3.
The predictor’s task is to predict the plant outputs
based on the regressed inputs at every instant. This is
done for different control moves within a prediction
range. The value of the control horizon should always
be less than the prediction horizon. The GA is used to
solve and minimise the complex real-time optimisation
(RTO) cost function (see equation (8)) at every sampling time to determine the optimum control inputs that
give the least error between the predicted output and
the trajectory reference signals and minimise the controller efforts

Figure 3. Structure of NMPC with GA optimisation.
SISO: single-input single-output; NMPC: non-linear model predictive control; GA: genetic algorithm.
RTO: Real Time Optimisation.
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(

Jð uÞ =

p
X

ny
X

i=1

j=1



jwyi+ 1, j yj ðk + i + 1jkÞ

2

 rj ðk + i + 1Þj +

The first term in equation (8) represents the error in
prediction value and the reference valve, while the second term denotes the change in the previous and the
present control efforts. wyi+ 1, j and wDu
i, j are the weights
assigned to the set-point tracking and penalty to the
change in the inputs, respectively. The GA is used for
the RTO process that is done at every sampling instant.

GA implementation
The GA is a stochastic global search method that operates on a population of potential solutions applying the
principle of survival of the fittest to evolve a better candidate to a solution. Here, the GA is used to obtain a
sequence of optimal manipulated variable control signals that operate the plant. The flowchart for the process involved in GA is shown in Figure 4.
In this work, real-valued genes are used to represent
population chromosomes as they provide faster optimisation and use less memory, and there is no need to
convert chromosomes to phenotypes before each function evaluation.
Initial populations are generated randomly between
the range of 0 and 10 V. This population is created so

nu
X

!)
2
jwDu
i, j Duj ðk + ijkÞj

ð8Þ

j=1

that the difference between consecutive control horizons is not more than a prescribed value of 1.5 V. These
are constraints limiting the range of control signal,
whereas the difference between each control inputs into
the plant limits the gradient of the control signal. In the
case of a minimisation problem, the best individuals
will have the lowest numerical value of the associated
objective function. Individuals are assigned a fitness
value according to their rank in the population in each
generation before selections are made. The fitness value
is calculated using equation (9)
Fitness =

1
J+1

ð9Þ

Mutation brings variations, diversities and changes
in the genetic structures of the overall population, while
crossover process interchanges the genetic structure of
two or more chromosomes.
In order to deal with real-time implementation constraints, termination measures were implemented to
abort the optimisation once a defined sampling time is
passed. This invariably might lead to convergence to
some sub-optimal/optimal solution within the sampling
time period of 0.2 s. The NMPC algorithm is written in
such a way that during the RTO process, the best pairs
of control horizon vector (population) are constantly
retained so that the best population is not destroyed.
The best population is constantly preserved from
one generation to the next. After a heuristic search, the
optimal parameters for GA that produce results within
the sampling interval were selected as follows: population size of 20, generation number of 10, crossover
probability of 0.5 and mutation probability of 0.05.34
In addition, a prediction horizon of 5 and control horizon of 2 are used in the NMPC strategy.

Results and discussion

Figure 4. Flowchart of a genetic algorithm procedure.

The results of the design of an ANN model in previous
work13 with the proposed WNN model are given in
Table 2. The results show that both ANN and WNN
approaches provided good models for the CTS plant in
terms of mean squared error (MSE).
Further results in Figures 5 and 6 are shown to analyse both the approaches in terms of autocorrelation
and cross-correlation. Figures 5(a) and 6(a) show the
plant output and the model output showing good fitting in both cases, whereas Figures 5(b) and 6(b) show
corresponding prediction error between the plant output and the model output. Figures 5(c) and 6(c) are the
plots of the autocorrelation of the prediction error.
This is used to validate the network performance and
gives the indication of how the prediction errors relate
in time. For a perfect prediction model in autocorrelation, there should only be one non-zero value of the

Owa et al.
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Table 2. Training results for both ANN and WNN models.
Performance function (outputs), MSE (m2)

First data (training)

Second data (validation)

Third data (testing)

ANN13
WNN (proposed)

6.4899e29
5.4638e29

6.9932e29
1.2002e28

7.1008e29
2.0609e28

ANN: artificial neural network; WNN: wavelet neural network; MSE: mean squared error.

Figure 5. Training results for ANN: (a) plant output and model output, (b) prediction error, (c) autocorrelation of prediction error
and (d) cross-correlation of u1 and prediction error.

autocorrelation function and it should occur at zero
lag. This would mean that the prediction errors were
completely uncorrelated with each other. In this work,
WNN model is closer to the 5% confidence interval
(CI) and has 30% more non-zero value of the autocorrelation function at zero lag as compared to ANN
model. Figures 5(d) and 6(d) are the plots of the crosscorrelation of the prediction error and the training
input signal, describing how the prediction errors are
correlated with the input sequence u1 . While 100% of
WNN model falls within the 10% CI, it is only 10% of
the ANN model that falls within the 10% CI. The
above results indicate that WNN model is more

suitable to tackle non-linear behaviour of the plant
compared to ANN model.
Two performance indexes are considered here to
evaluate the performance of the NMPC strategy: the
Mean Square Error (MSE) and the average control
energy (ACE). The MSE is the addition of all the
squares of the error differences between the reference
and the plant output divided by the total number of
samples. This is expressed in equation (10) as
N 
P
h2 rj  h2 pj

MSE =

j=1

N

2

ð10Þ
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Figure 6. Training results for WNN: (a) plant output and model output, (b) prediction error, (c) autocorrelation of prediction
error and (d) cross-correlation of u1 and prediction error.

In equation (10), superscripts r and p stand for reference value and plant output, respectively, while N
stands for the total number of samples. The ACE is
defined as the addition of the squares of all the manipulated variables input to the plant divided by the total
number of samples and denoted as
N
P

ACE =

j=1

u1 2j
ð11Þ

N

Simulation results
The non-linear dynamic equations of the CTS are determined by relating the flow Qi into the tank to the flow
Qo leaving through the tank valves. Applying the mass
balance of flow equation on the tank, it is possible to
write this as shown in equation (12)12
Qi  Qo = A

dh
dt

ð12Þ

where A is the cross-sectional area of the tank and h is
the height of the fluid in the tank. The unit of equation
(1) is expressed in m3 s1 . The flow through the valve
can also be expressed as shown in equation (13)3
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð13Þ
Qo = dx bx ax 2ghx
where ax is the cross-sectional area of the orifice; dx is
the discharge coefficient of the valve; dx takes into
account all fluid characteristics, losses and irregularities
in the systems such that the two sides of the equation
balance and bx is the valve opening expressed as ratio.
At any given time, the heights of fluids in Tanks 1
and 2 relate to the fluid inlet rates and fluid outlet rates.
Therefore, equations (12) and (13) can be combined
together and applied to Tanks 1 and 2 in order to derive
equations (14) and (15), respectively
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
dh1
= K1 u1  b12 a12 ð2gðh1  h2 ÞÞ
ð14Þ
dt
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
dh2
=  b2 a2 2gh2 + b12 a12 ð2gðh1  h2 ÞÞ
A2
dt
ð15Þ

A1

Owa et al.
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Table 3. Physical parameter of the 2nd order SISO coupled tank system.
System parameter of the coupled tank apparatus
Symbol

Quantity

Value

Tank 1 and Tank 2
Valves A (a12) and C (a2)
b12
b2 (Case 1 – normal)
b2 (Case 2 – abnormal)
g
Liquid level sensors
Pump flow sensors

Tank cross-sectional area: A1 and A2
Valve orifice cross-sectional area
Discharge coefficient of 10-mm valve orifice between Tank 1 and Tank 2
Discharge coefficient of valve C orifice
Discharge coefficient of valve C orifice
Gravitational constant
0 to 10 V DC output corresponds to 0–250 mm height
0 to 10 V DC output corresponds to 0–4400 cm3 min21

9.350 3 1026 m2
78.50 3 1026 m2
1.0
0.3
1.0
9.80 m s22

DC: direct current.

Figure 7. SISO coupled tank system in SimulinkÒ design.

where A1 and A2 are the cross-sectional areas, h1 and h2
are the water levels of Tanks 1 and 2, respectively, and
K1 is the pump constant expressed in m3 V1 s1 unit.
The discharge coefficients (b) of the valve take into
account the fluid characteristics, losses and irregularities in the system such that the two sides of the equation balance and cancel out.
The physical parameters of the TQ CE105MV CTS
are provided in Table 3. In order to implement the
simulation of the NMPC strategy successfully, the
SISO CTS non-linear equations (14) and (15) are used
in combination with the CTS physical parameters to
design the SimulinkÒ diagram as shown in Figure 7.

The single input is u1 and single output is h2 . This
representation of the plant will be used in simulation of
the NMPC strategy.
The ANN and WNN models were first tested in
NMPC strategies to track the whole operating regions
with reference points ranging from 1 to 20 cm of height
of water in the second tank. The MSE obtained is
1:838 3 104 m2 for the ANN-NMPC strategy and
1:1806 3 104 m2 for the WNN-NMPC strategy,
whereas the ACE is 27:131 V2 for the ANN-NMPC
and 26:732 V2 for the WNN-NMPC strategy. The
results indicate that WNN-NMPC is able to track different reference points in the operating regions and is
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Figure 8. Case 1: ANN/WNN NMPC simulation tracking of 1 mm level: (a) WNN model and (b) ANN model.
WNN: wavelet neural network; ANN: artificial neural network.

more effective both in terms of MSE and ACE compared to ANN-NMPC.
Two case scenarios are studied in this article.
Case 1. This is the normal case where valve C is
opened midway position (b2 = 0:3). The NMPC strategy was applied to control the high height (1 mm) of
the fluid in Tank 2 with both tanks at initial zero
levels.
Case 2. This is the abnormal situation of worst-case
scenario. Both tanks were initially pumped with fluid
to 5 cm level. From the start of the experiment, two
valves B and C are all left fully closed, while valve A is
fully opened. The NMPC strategy was then applied to
control the same high height. Precisely, after 1 s (5
sampling instants) of operations, valve C is then fully
opened (b2 = 1:0) to create abnormal situation such as
valve failure. This situation creates a different
dynamics from the initial data trained.
The performance of both strategies will now be
tested in maintaining the height of very low level of
water in the second tank.
Figure 8(a) and (b) shows the comparison of the
simulation response results of using both WNN and
ANN models, respectively, for the NMPC strategies

(Case 1) tracking an extremely low height (0.4% of the
tank’s height) such as 1:0 3 103 m or 1 mm.
The MSE obtained is 1:26 3 106 m2 for the ANNNMPC strategy, while it is 1:44 3 108 m2 for the
WNN-NMPC strategy for low-level control. The result
shows that the WNN-NMPC strategy is more effective
and with no overshoot in maintaining the extremely
small level in comparison to the ANN-NMPC strategy.
Moreover, the ACE is 1:65 V2 for the ANN-NMPC
strategy, while it is 0:13 V2 for the WNN-NMPC strategy. The WNN-NMPC strategy thus uses 90% less
controller energy in comparison to the ANN-NMPC
strategy.
Similarly, Figure 9(a) and (b) shows the comparison
of the simulation response results for Case 2. The comparison results are similar, and this is expected because
of the initial starting levels. Also, the level tracking is
more precise because of the level has settled before the
tracking starts. WNN still performs better even though
they have close MSEs and ACEs values (see Table 4).

Real-time implementation
In order to carry out the real-time practical implementation of the simulations in the earlier sections, an
experimental set-up of CE105MV multi-variable CTS
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Figure 9. Case 2: ANN/WNN NMPC simulation tracking of 1 mm level: (a) WNN model and (b) ANN model.
WNN: wavelet neural network; ANN: artificial neural network.

Table 4. Simulation and real-time results for ANN/WNN NMPC strategies.
Case 1 (normal)

Case 2 (abnormal)

Simulation
2

ANN
WNN

Real-time
2

2

Simulation
2

2

Real-time
2

MSE (m )

ACE (V )

MSE (m )

ACE (V )

MSE (m )

ACE (V )

MSE (m2)

ACE (V2)

1.26e26
1.44e28

1.65
0.13

7.30e26
1.04e26

7.62
3.27

1.25e24
1.23e24

2.16
1.35

2.09e24
1.51e24

16.24
15.59

ANN: artificial neural network; WNN: wavelet neural network; MSE: mean squared error; ACE: average control energy.

from TecQuipment (TQ) is used. This equipment is
shown in Figure 10(a), while its schematic diagram is
shown in Figure 10(b). A data acquisition (DAQ) card
(NI 6009) from National Instruments with a
LabVIEWÒ software driver is configured to acquire
real-time SISO sensor data and to send the manipulated input to control the fluid level in Tank 2. The
pump input voltage ranges between 0 and 12 V,
whereas in this work, a maximum of 10 V is used for
safety purposes. A computer laptop with an IntelÒ
Coreä i5-2410M central processing unit (CPU) of 2.30
GHz and 6.0 GB of random-access memory was used
for testing in real time. The CE105MV unit comprises
two variable speed pumps and two tanks connected by
a variable area channel and drain valves to a sump
located in the base of the equipment. There are two
calibrated piezo-resistive silicon pressure–type depth
transducers (level sensors), an electronic flow metre
and a variable area gap flow metre to provide visual

indication of flow rate. The control strategy is designed
in a way that the rate of change of the control input is
controlled in small steps to avoid major fluctuations.
This can be achieved by the manipulation of pump
inputs and by varying the sectional area of rotary
valves A and C, as shown in Figure 10(a) and (b).

Real-time results. Section ‘Results and discussion’ shows
that the WNN-NMPC strategy performs well in terms
of both MSE and ACE compared to the widely used
ANN-NMPC strategy and is able to maintain low level
without much fluctuations. A real-time experiment is
performed in this section to verify the result. Figure
11(a) and (b) shows the comparison of the real-time
response results of both the WNN and ANN models,
respectively, for the NMPC strategies (Case 1). The
MSE is 7:30 3 106 m2 for the ANN-NMPC strategy,
while it is 1:04 3 106 m2 for the WNN-NMPC
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Figure 10. Coupled tank system (CTS): (a) experimental set-up of the CTS and (b) schematic diagram of the SISO CTS.

Figure 11. Case 1: ANN/WNN NMPC real-time tracking of 1 mm level: (a) WNN model and (b) ANN model.
WNN: wavelet neural network; ANN: artificial neural network.

strategy. This confirms that WNN-NMPC strategy has
more efficient tracking capabilities of extremely small
heights over the ANN-NMPC strategy both in simulation and in real time.
Moreover, the ACE is 7:62 V2 for the ANN-NMPC
strategy, while it is 3:27 V2 for the WNN-NMPC strategy, showing it is 50% more energy efficient compared
to ANN-NMPC. WNN-NMPC thus needs one-half the
amount of controller energy expended in real time by
ANN-NMPC in order to maintain the low-level height
of 1 mm as set point.
Similarly, the practical implementation is carried out
for Case 2 scenario. Figure 12(a) and (b) compares the

response of the NMPC strategies for both WNN and
ANN models. Also, similar explanation to the simulation case applies here. WNN has lower MSEs and
ACEs also in this case (see Table 4).

Concluding remarks
This work has demonstrated, both in simulation and in
real-time implementation, a novel model based on
WNN-NMPC strategy for maintaining the height of
the liquid at very low level. In order to further handle
the difficulties in network training and achieving a global optimal solution, a fast effective stochastic wavelet
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Figure 12. Case 2: ANN/WNN NMPC real-time tracking of 1 mm level: (a) WNN model and (b) ANN model.
WNN: wavelet neural network; ANN: artificial neural network.

gradient algorithm is employed for initial network
training. The GA is further used for the final optimisation of wavelet networks weights, which include the
dilation and translation parameters. This approach can
sufficiently prevent the training process from becoming
trapped in a local minimum solution because a global
search method was used for the initial starting weights
for the wavelet gradient algorithm. The obtained reliable non-linear model of the CTS showed the effectiveness of the WNN over an ANN model especially in the
control strategy of extremely small fluid volume where
non-linearities are high. In addition, WNN-NMPC is
effective in set-point tracking and actuation efficiency.
The whole strategy is well suited for chemical processes
with varying interaction rates. The SISO system can
easily be upgraded to multi-input multi-output
(MIMO) system, while the same underlying principle
can easily be applied to model other industrial processes. Both strategies performed well in abnormal scenarios, and this gives an indication of the usefulness in
case of valve malfunctions or total valve failure. The
proposed controller is efficient under the worst-case
valve position and will work under different valve
settings.
Most importantly, the novel WNN-NMPC strategy
has the potential to have improved performance for
more complex non-linear MIMO problems than the
ANN-NMPC strategy.
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